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Turbine power with a twist.
What’s the twist? It’s not the quietly luxurious interior or the state-of-the-art
avionics suite, those are expected. It’s not even the undeniable ramp appeal
and airstair door entrance, though certainly a bonus. It’s the value. With a
fuel burn of just 37 gph the Piper Meridian is the most fuel efﬁcient six-place
turboprop available today – 30% more efﬁcient to be exact. The cost of this
value? About one million dollars less than its closest competitor.
I’ll take the turbine with the value twist, please.

piper.com | 866.FLY.PIPER
© 2011 Piper Aircraft Inc
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

FROM THE
PRESIDENT
By Jon Sisk

T

This issue of the magazine is being expedited to press with the goal of
being distributed at the Convention – an ambitious undertaking of our
new publisher and editor. Besides that effort, the work of the Association
always escalates dramatically in preparation for the convention, so there is
much to report this issue.
Unleaded Avgas Advocacy
My 6-month term representing MMOPA and the Clean 100-Octane
Coalition of type clubs on the FAA Unleaded Avgas Transition Aviation
Rulemaking Committee (UAT-ARC, what a mouthful) ended on July 31,
2011. The ARC charter has been extended another 6-months to reach
and report its conclusions, but schedule conflicts prevent my continued
participation. Robert Ragar, of Alaska will be the new representative.
Since Alaska consumes about 1/3 of all the 100LL, Mr. Ragar will be a
very motivated advocate.
Voluntary Training Standards (VTS)
Last issue, I reported that our Safety Committee was studying the past
decade of accident statistics for the PA46 to determine how our safety
record compares with other GA types, and how effective our safety programs have been at reducing fatal accidents. This exhaustive work, lead by
Manny Casiano, will be presented during his always-popular Safety Review at the Convention. A full copy of the report will be available online.
I wish I could tell you that the report is encouraging, but unfortunately
the findings provide no evidence that what we are doing is effective at
bringing the accident rate of our fleet down and more in line with other
high performance single engine aircraft.
The report also made the several recommendations that were unanimously approved by the Board of Directors, including:
t..01"4BGFUZ$IBJSUPGPSNBOEMFBEBOBEIPDDPNNJUUFFUPEFWFMPQ
Voluntary Training Standards (VTS) for pilots and instructors, modeled
after programs already proven effective at reducing accident rates. This
committee will utilize the wealth of talent from the MMOPA instructor
community, as well as outside experts.
tćF754XJMMCFQSPNPUFEUPBMM1"QJMPUTUPCFUUFSJOGPSNQJMPUTPG
proper training expectations and evaluate their everyday operations.
t"SFDPHOJUJPOQSPHSBNGPSQJMPUTQBSUJDJQBUJOHJO754UPEJTUJOHVJTI
increasing levels of accomplishment, and elevate safety & training within
the PA46 culture.
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MMSTF Funding Approved for 2012
The Board also approved a funding plan the Malibu Mirage Safety &
Training Foundation’s (MMSTF) schedule of regional weekend training events for 2012. Many of you may not be aware that the Foundation is a separate legal entity from MMOPA, supported by our grants,
participant fees, and auction proceeds. While the MMSTF events are
popular with attendees, they serve a small minority of our members,
are very expensive to produce, and have not proven effective at reducing accidents.
At this point, we find no need to outsource this important effort
and the Board has voted to bring this program in-house for 2013 and
beyond, under our direct management and control. Our goals will
include:
t 1SPNPUFUIF754XJUIJO..01"
t 3FEVDFQBSUJDJQBOUGFFT
t 5JHIUFOVQUIFTDIFEVMFUPBEBZ4BUVSEBZFWFOUXJUIPQUJPOBM
pre/post social opportunities
t &ODPNQBTTNPSFSFHJPOTPGUIFDPVOUSZ
t 4FSWFBNVDIMBSHFSQPSUJPOPGPVSNFNCFSTIJQ



The coming VTS will continue to emphasize the need for training twice a
year. But individual members will be responsible to purposefully plan that
with their instructor of choice, instead of 2-3 hours of flying at a regional
seminar.
Unique Training Requirements
Our PA46 aircraft occupy a unique position in GA. No other aircraft
offers its combination of performance, comfort, affordability and mission capability. Its typical array of advanced systems and equipment
provide not only capability, but higher demands on the pilot similar to
those of larger aircraft, often flown by full-time professional pilots. All
this capability comes with relatively lenient and variable training requirements, governed more by insurance underwriters that the FAA.
So it falls to the individual PA46 pilot (and collectively, the Association) to resist the seduction of this easy-to-fly airplane and respect its
capabilities to both take us where we want to go, and unfortunately,
where we do not. We, as an Association, must recognize this unique
set of circumstances and acknowledge the need to change how we
think about higher order training and risk management. We must use
all of the Association resources and member benefits to foster a fleetwide culture dedicated to increased safety and improving our poor
accident rate.
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A BETTER AUTOPILOT
The new Avidyne DFC90 autopilot is now approved for installation in the
PA-46. The plug-and-play, attitude-based digital autopilot provides significant performance improvements over legacy autopilots in the Matrix
and Mirage. The DFC90 offers Indicated Airspeed Hold for climbs and
descents, as well as a ‘Straight and Level’ mode for additional safety.
Avidyne says the advantages of an attitude-based instrument are
evident when tracking an ILS to minimums in windy conditions—especially when upgrading from a rate-based system. The DFC90 also
features improved flight director capability.
The new autopilot also offers “Flight Envelope Protection and Alerting which virtually eliminates autopilot stalls and overspeeds. With

Flight Envelope Protection, the autopilot avoids exceeding the flight
envelope while providing visual and aural warnings to the pilot even
when the autopilot is not engaged.
The DFC90 features all the standard vertical and lateral modes of
operation of a turbine-class systems, including Flight Director (FD),
Altitude Hold (ALT), Airspeed Hold (IAS), Vertical Speed Hold (VS),
Heading (HDG), Navigation (NAV, APPR, LOC/GS, GPSS), and
Control Wheel Steering (CWS). The new unit also has automatic Back
Course Approach selection, multi-color annunciations to indicate
armed and active states and an intercept mode.
For more information, log onto Avidyne.com.

Round, Round Get Around

N

o doubt you’ve landed in dozens of places where a simple bike
ride could take you to town, your hotel or any number of great
activities. Having a folding bike in the back of your plane makes
all the
t sense in the world, especially when you see the bicycles made by
Montague.
Mo
All Montague folding bikes are designed to ride as well as, if not better
A
than, comparable non-folding bikes. These folding bicycles go from full
tha
size to completely folded in under 20 seconds. Simply pop the front wheel off and open the frame’s quick
release
relea to fold the bike. No tools, no complicated instructions. It’s that easy.
Get more
m information on Montague folding bikes at Aircraft-Spruce.com or by calling 877.477.7823.

Pilots Need Their Coffee
With the popularity boom of coffee products over the last decade, there are plenty of
XVZKRMXVWDUHQªWFRPIRUWDEOHIDFLQJWKHGD\ZLWKRXWRXUHVSUHVVR7KDQNKHDYHQV
IRUWKH+DQGSUHVVR:LOG'RPHSRG$GGWKHJURXQGFRIIHHRI\RXUFKRLFHKROG
WKHXQLWRYHU\RXUDLUFUDIWªVGHPLWDVVH  DQG\RXªUHLQEXVLQHVV6WDUW\RXUEUHZDW
Handpresso.com or at 888.389.4123.
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Leading aviation eyeglass manufacturer Schey
den has debuted two new models of sunglass
HVWKH$OEDWURVVDQG0XVWDQJIHDWXULQJXOWUD
lightweight titanium frame fronts and temples for complete comfort, even when wearing a
KDWKHDGSKRQHVRUDKHDGVHW6WUDWHJLFDOO\SODFHGDFHWDWHVHUYHVDWZRIROGSXUSRVHZLWKLWV
Mustang
DWWUDFWLYHORRNDQGHOLPLQDWLRQRILQFRPLQJVLGHOLJKW,QWURGXFHGLQDQDYLDWLRQVSHFLILFQRQ
SRODUL]HG&5OHQVWKHVHQHZVZRUWK\QHZPRGHOVDUHVFKHGXOHGIRUDQHDUO\IDOOGHOLYHU\
§2XUQHZ$OEDWURVVDQG0XVWDQJPRGHOVDUHDEVROXWHO\JRUJHRXVDQGILWDOPRVWHYHU\IDFH¨
VDLG6FKH\GHQFRPSDQ\IRXQGHU-HII+HUROG
 +DQGJURXQGDQGSROLVKHG6FKH\GHQªVOHQVHVIHDWXUHDK\GURSKRELFFRDWLQJWRUHSHOZDWHUDQGSHUVSLUDWLRQVHYHUDOOD\HUVRIPDJQHVLXPKH[D
IOXRULGHWRGLIIXVHDPELHQWOLJKWDQGSURWHFWSXSLOVIURPKDUVKUHIOHFWLRQVDQGDVFUDWFKUHVLVWDQWWRSFRDW7KHIUDPHVIHDWXUHVXSHULRUVWUHQJWKDQG
KHDWUHVLVWDQWSURSHUWLHVKHOSLQJWKHPUHWDLQWKHLUVKDSHIDUPRUHWKDQFRPSHWLWRUVªPRGHOV
Albatross
Additional models include the classic FlipUps, the Composite Hybrid collection, Fixed Gear
GHVLJQVDQG'XDO5;VW\OHV
6FKH\GHQKDVEHHQDORQJWLPHVXSSOLHURIWKH86$LU)RUFH7KXQGHUELUGVDQGLWVSURGXFWVDUH
DYDLODEOHDWEHWWHUFRPPHUFLDODYLDWLRQDQGFXVWRPH\HZHDUUHWDLOHUVQDWLRQZLGH0RUHLQIRUPD
tion at Scheyden.com or 800.851.2758.

Eye Want It

60º North
at 500 Feet

When You’re Hot, You’re Hot
$WWKH*ROGVERUR:D\QH$LUSRUWLQ3LNHVYLOOH *:: 1&WKHUHªVD
DFUHSORWRIODQGWKDWªVRYHUIORZLQJZLWKPRUHWKDQMDODSHxR
SHSSHUSODQWV0U03&RRSHU 86$)UHWLUHG ZDWFKHVWKHFKLOLHVULSHQ
DQGZKHQWKHWLPHLVULJKWWKLQJVJHWUHDOO\UHDOO\KRW0RVWO\LQKLV0LOH
+LJK+RW6DXFH+HXVHVDOOQDWXUDOLQJUHGLHQWVEOHQGLQJVRPHVHFUHW
spices with vinegar and fresh peppers, allowing the
FRQFRFWLRQWRVORZFRRNXQWLOLWªVMXVWULJKW7KH
VDXFHLVERWWOHGZKHQLWªVVWLOOKRWDQGEHFDXVH
LWªVYLQHJDUEDVHGLWFDQEHVWRUHGRQ\RXU
table top after opening without the need of
UHIULJHUDWLRQ
You can drop by the airport and see
WKHZKROHRSHUDWLRQ&RORQHO&RRSHU
VD\V§6RPHVD\LWGRHVQªWPDNHDQ\
difference, but I know these peppers
get their flavor centers excited hanging
DURXQGDLUSODQHV¨<RXFDOODOVRYLVLWKLV
website at MileHighHotSauce.com or call
919.580.0195WRSODFHDQRUGHU

Tic Talk
Flying is all about time — time to the next
waypoint, expected time of arrival and so
IRUWK7LPHVXUHO\IOLHVVRWDNHDORRNDW
WKHQHZOLPLWHGHGLWLRQ.KDNL;/DQGLQJ
ZDWFKIURP+DPLOWRQ:LWKGHVLJQHOH
ments reflecting the corrugated metal
panels from the earliest metal airplanes,

LOSE WEIGHT —
IN YOUR BAGGAGE
COMPARTMENT
If there’s one great scourge
of travel, it has to be luggage.
Schlepping your bags from
home to car to airplane to rental
car to hotel and then the whole
thing again in reverse.… Or how about that couples’ weekend away
via your plane, and suddenly you’re faced with 19 suitcases to load into
your baggage compartment? Sheesh!
Luggage Concierge picks up your suitcases at your door, automatically gives you $1,500 insurance on each domestic bag (you can up the
insurance to as much as $50,000), and then puts them in motion toward your destination. You can even track your bags online and receive
an e-mail confirming their delivery. Maybe with Luggage Concierge,
getting there can be half the fun! Get the complete 411 from their website, LuggageConcierge.com, or by calling 800.288.9818.

WKH.KDNL;/DQGLQJLVDFODVVLFWLPH
piece with a bezel surrounding a crystal
face, embossed numbers and a special
VFUHZDQGZLQGFURZQSURWHFWRU7KH
ZDWFKDOVRPHDVXUHV§WRSRIGHVFHQW¨

If you haven’t flown the
North Country, you
should. Until then, you
can soak up some of most
untouched wilderness left
on the planet vicariously
with this new DVD from
Bush Cat. The production
value is high, including lots
of pilot’s-eye aerial footage
from the Beaver coupled
with a nice musical accompaniment.
The DVD plays like a
Warren Miller film or a
WBSJBOUPG&OEMFTT4VNmer, made just for pilots.
This hour-long video captures an entire summer of
flying in British Columbia,
Yukon, Northwest Territories and Alaska. Needless
to say, you get a view of the
North that only pilots get
to see. Find the video at
60Nat500ft.com.

7KHSLORWPDUNVWKHDLUFUDIWªVFUXLVLQJ
DOWLWXGHDWWKHZDWFKªVRªFORFNSRVLWLRQ
then reads the number of nautical miles
UHPDLQLQJLQDVPDOOGHGLFDWHGZLQGRZ
The case is stainless steel with a black
leather strap, and the watch is water
UHVLVWDQWWRDGHSWKRIPHWHUV6HH
all the great watches at Hamiltonwatch.
com or call 800.234.8463 for more
LQIRUPDWLRQ
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CORKCICLE

PERSONALIZED
CELL PHONE AND
TABLET COVERS
Want to make
your cell phone or
iPad stand out?
Personalize your
iPhone and iPad
with Skins from
KLJKTXDOLW\DQG
reliable vinyl and
PDWWHODPLQDWH
Upload your own
photo or design
and turn it into a
beautiful, protec
tive, and durable
case for your
L3KRQHRUL3DG

CANON POWERSHOT G12
7KH*LV&DQRQªVXSGDWHG*6HULHV
digital camera that is ready to impress
WKHDGYDQFHGRUDPDWHXUSKRWRJUDSKHU
Take this small camera on all your trips
DQGEHRYHUZKHOPHGE\WKHTXDOLW\DQG
YLYLGQHVVRI\RXUSLFWXUHVcanon.com

www.Corkcicle.com

case-mate.com

TOD’S
LOAFER

ANN
TAYLOR
OPEN
CARDIGAN

Oliver
Spice
up your
travel
wardrobe
with
these
colorful
and com
fortable
loafers!

$QQ7D\ORUªV
Open
Cardigan
offers a
stylish
silhouette
that is
versatile
and perfect
IRUOD\HULQJ
Warm your
self up in the
SODQHªVFDELQ
with this flowy
VZHDWHU

TODs.com

AnnTaylor.com
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TRIPIT APP

ANGRY BIRDS RIO

The Tripit trip planner keeps all of your
WUDYHOSODQVLQRQHVSRW7XUQDOO\RXUKRWHO
and rental car
confirmation
emails into
simple, mobile
travel itinerar
LHV&UHDWHD
master travel
itinerary, and
access your
itinerary plan
ner online or
RQ\RXUPRELOH
Available at
\RXU$SS6WRUH

This fun game, based
after the animated movie
Rio, will have you hooked
for hours! Launch flying
birds towards jungle tow
ers in hopes of freeing their fellow bird
IULHQGV$YDLODEOHDW\RXU$SS6WRUH
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Corkcicle chills your
wine from the inside
and makes it easy
to experience wine
at the perfect tem
perature every time
without the hassle
RILFHEXFNHWV7KLV
icicle is made of
%3$IUHHSODVWLF
filled with reusable
freeze gel, so you
GRQªWKDYHWRZRUU\
about an early thaw
GLOXWLQJ\RXUZLQH
Corkcicle is the
perfect solution for
chilled wine

BLURB BOOKS
%HDXWLIXOERRNVPDGHE\\RX$OZD\V
wonder what to do with all those
pictures you take on your trips? Create
ERRNVWRUHTXDOLW\ERRNVZLWKWRS
notch binding, gorgeous paper and
professional printing, that will allow you
to share and show off all your favorite
SLFVwww.Blurb.com

SHAZAM
Ever hear a
song on the
radio that you
love but you
GRQªWNQRZ
who sings
it? Use the
Shazam app
on your cell
phone and
in seconds
\RXªOOJHW
WKHDUWLVWDQGVRQJWLWOH6KD]DPLVWKH
FORVHVWDFHOOSKRQHFDQFRPHWRPDJLF
$YDLODEOHDW\RXU$SS6WRUH

Top Performance.
Top Appearance.
Top Support.

Top Prop.
You gain enhanced performance from one or more signiﬁcant beneﬁts:
shorter take-off distance, lower noise levels, better ground clearance,
reduced tip erosion, increased climb rate, increased cruise speed, and
smoother operation. It’s what you can expect from the market leader.
Unbeatable Plus Three™ warranty – 3 years or 1,000 hours.Longer TBO
than most – 6 years / 2,400 hours for pistons, even longer for turboprops.

Built on Honor – since 1917.
Today, the leaders in
constant-speed propellers.

TOP PROP

PERFORMANCE
CONVERSIONS

Malibu
(3-Blade Composite)

Mirage/Matrix
(3-Blade ASC-II Composite)

Telephone: (937) 778-5726
Email: TopProp@HartzellProp.com
www.HartzellProp.com
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TAIL STALLS

Fall weather brings an increased
ULVNRILFLQJ:HªYHDOOSUDFWLFHG
recoveries from wing stalls, but a
WDLOVWDOOFDQUHTXLUHDFRPSOHWHO\
GLIIHUHQWUHFRYHU\
%<%,//&2;
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One of the many joys of flying behind a turbine is that you’re most often operating in the
flight levels, well above the meteorological misery that afflicts lower altitudes.
*GUIFSFTBEPXOTJEF JUNBZCFUIBUUVSCJOFT)"7&UPĘZIJHIUPSFBMJ[FUIFCFOFĕUTPG
burning jet fuel. Turboprops and jets depend upon the low drag of thin air at tall altitudes
to generate high speeds and rationalize the expense of belonging to the turbine club.
That means, almost by definition, you’re unlikely to see icing conditions at cruise heights
above 20,000 feet because it’s too cold. Progressively colder temperatures at high altitude
reduce the moisture content in the air and make it more difficult for any available moisture to form ice. Icing is highly unlikely below temperatures of about -25 degrees C.
Trouble is, you can’t magically beam your airplane from takeoff to cruise height without
occasionally having to climb through icing conditions. Similarly, approaches and landings
that may demand extensive periods at low altitude may subject you to more ice exposure.
For that reason, pilots of turbines need to know how to handle various forms of icing.

)$ / /       .
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TAIL STALLS

“The ice on this Cessna window
illustrates how in-flight icing can
be deceiving. While this amount
of ice may look manageable, there
is no obvious way to anticipate an
ice-induced tail stall.”

The good news is that most turbine pilots
serve an apprenticeship in single and twinengine piston aircraft at lower altitudes. The
bad news is the normal anti-icing procedure in
those aircraft is simply avoidance. If ice plagues
the sky above 10,000 feet, piston pilots may
simply opt to fly below the clouds.
That’s often not a viable option for turbine
equipment. Turbines need to fly in the medium
flight levels to optimize performance with fuel
burn. Piston aircraft typically operate in a more
narrow altitude range, so fuel efficiency is less
dramatically affected by cruise height.
This virtually guarantees turbine equipment
will encounter inflight icing more often than
piston-powered machines. Fortunately, most turbine models are well-equipped with anti/de-ice
equipment, often either pneumatic boots or TKS.
 &OUJSFCPPLTIBWFCFFOXSJUUFOPOIPX
to fly in and through ice, and we won’t try
to reprise those here. In general, however,
airframe icing is an equal opportunity hazard.
It seems to afflict virtually any type of aircraft
with Dangerfield-style disrespect. A design
that dares the limits of physics and aeronautical engineering isn’t necessarily any more
immune from ice buildup than a design with
the aerodynamic sophistication of a boxing

14
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glove. True, blunt surfaces tend to collect ice
faster, but slick, swept airfoils are more easily
compromised by even a thin coat of ice.
One aspect of icing that’s often been overlooked, however, is tailplane stalls. Probable
cause on icing accidents is often ascribed to
generic inflight icing and assumed to be a loss
of wing lift. No one will ever know how many
of those accidents should have been attributed
to tailplane icing, as the state of art in flight
data recording isn’t adequately sophisticated to
tell the difference.
Tail stalls differ from wing stalls because
they rely on the simple aerodynamic difference
between the two surfaces. Additionally, the design of most General Aviation turbine singles
and twins offers a deceptive advantage in ice
recognition; the wings are usually visible from
the cockpit. A pilot may be able to monitor the
buildup of ice.
But that’s not so with ice on the tail (most
of the time). Any accumulation of icing on the
tail is often ignored simply because the pilot
can’t see it. This leads many aviators to fly as if
the only ice accumulation is on the wings, the
worst possible assumption.
On most aircraft, the wing airfoil is designed
with a curved surface on top and a flat surface

on the bottom to allow the wings to develop
lift. (Some aerobatic designs employ a more
symmetrical airfoil for a lower negative angle of
attack and better inverted flight characteristics,
but that’s not normally a concern on corporate
turboprops.)
The horizontal tail utilizes an airfoil that’s the
opposite of the wing. The top surface of the horizontal stabilizer and elevator is configured with a
relatively flat airfoil, and the bottom features the
recognizable curved surface. This allows the tail
to develop negative lift and force the empennage
to fly “down.” Since the horizontal stabilizer is
specifically designed to counter the natural nosedown tendency caused by the center of lift of the
wing moving forward, any tail stall will precipitate
a pitch down, sometimes uncontrollably so.
Some fuselage designs do serve to channel air past the inboard tail roots and provide
partial protection for the elevator, but the tail is
so much smaller than the wing that any ice accumulation at all has a disproportionate effect.
Cruciform or T-tail configurations may only
exacerbate the problem. Tail surfaces mounted
high on the vertical stabilizer often fly in
unprotected air, above the wash of the prop
and unblocked by the fuselage. Tall tails also
suffer the disadvantage of being harder to see

TAIL STALLS

The tail has a smaller
leading-edge radius and
chord length than the wings,
and, for that reason, it can
accumulate two to three
times the thickness of ice in
the same amount of time.

from the cockpit, even on small, single-engine
turboprops.
The tail has a smaller leading-edge radius
and chord length than the wings, and, for that
reason, it can accumulate two to three times
the thickness of ice in the same amount of time.
Most often, any wing icing will be accompanied
by a similar or greater amount of tailplane ice.
And tailplane ice can be the worst kind.
There’s little question the most critical of the
three control axes is pitch. Lose roll control (the
ailerons), and you may be able to maintain direction with the rudder. Similarly, a frozen rudder can often be overcome with ailerons. If you
lose all elevator control, however, your heading
may become irrelevant in a vertical dive.
Icing can reduce pitch, roll and yaw control
from normal to none. While it’s sometimes
possible on some aircraft to exercise minimal
heading and altitude control without command of any flight surfaces, it’s highly unlikely.
Though United Capt. Al Haynes’ inflight
control problems over the Midwest 22 years
ago weren’t icing-related, he and his flight
crew somehow managed to fly their DC-10 to
a landing at Sioux City, Iowa, with essentially
NO operable flight controls. The No. 2 engine
disintegrated, throwing shrapnel through all
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hydraulic lines and rendering all three flightcontrol systems inoperative. Haynes and crew
miraculously guided the airplane to Sioux City
Airport using asymmetric power on the two
remaining engines, though the landing resulted
in the DC-10 breaking apart. For the rest of us
who operate singles and twins, such a landing is
somewhere between unlikely and impossible.
Tail icing may manifest little if any control
problems at cruise speed. The airplane may feel
relatively normal in all modes when you’re only
using minor trim changes to control altitude.
Similarly, the presence of wing ice may seduce
a pilot into flying his airplane on approach in exactly the configuration that encourages tailplane
ice accumulation. Standard procedure in icing
conditions is to fly the approach at a ref speed
slightly faster than normal to avoid stalling a
wing known to be compromised by ice.
&WFOPONPEFMTFRVJQQFEXJUIQOFVNBUJDPS
TKS anti/de-ice equipment, a ridge of ice may
form directly behind the boots or far aft on the
wing or tail, say, 80 percent of chord, and it may
be impervious to anything short of bleed air
heat. Indeed, bleed air may be the only system
that can be reasonably guaranteed to defeat
most forms of icing, short of freezing rain.
A corporate King Air 300 out of South Caro-

lina landed in Anchorage, Alaska, in late spring
several years ago, and a few days later, the young
captain and his copilot stopped by the FSS for
a briefing on conditions for the first leg of their
return flight. They were warned of the possibility
of freezing rain on their trip south to Ketchikan.
The captain was confident he could handle any
level of icing because, “after all, we’re flying a King
Air 300.” The airplane departed into an icy sky,
and less than 10 minutes later, it staggered down
the ILS back into Anchorage under nearly full
power, totally covered in ice from freezing rain.
At its worst, ice can bring down ANY airplane.
Pilots otherwise well-educated in the nature
of icing may respond to such a threat by flying
an approach at the top of the white arc, the
upper limit of flap-extension speed, in hopes of
maintaining airflow across the ailerons.
Unfortunately, that’s exactly the scenario that
can lead to disaster if the tailplane is coated
with ice. Buildup rates on the horizontal tail
can be the worst in such conditions, especially
as the pilot configures the wing for landing. As
flap deployment increases, the elevator may
become progressively less effective.
The big problem with ice on the horizontal
stabilizer and elevator is that recovery is totally
counterintuitive for (Continued on page 43)

Entegra Release 9
for your Piper PA-46 aircraft
The Very Best Flight Deck in Aviation

Introducing the Entegra Release 9 retrofit for your PA-46 Aircraft.
Designed from the ground up for simplicity, redundancy, and serviceability,
Entegra Release 9 is ideally suited for the PA-46 aircraft and single-pilot IFR
operations.
With Entegra Release 9, you’ll have two or three identical high-res IFD5000 XGA
glass displays, dual ADAHRS sensors, dual WAAS/RNP-capable GPS sensors and
the easiest-to-use Flight Management Systems (FMS) in the industry.
Check out your options for an Entegra Release 9 retrofit, and increase the value,
safety and utility of your PA-46 aircraft.

®

For more information and to find out where you can
take a demo flight, Contact Reid Antonacchio at 239-249-0414.
www.avidyne.com/PA-46
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VISIT
EUROPEBY
SEAPLANE
(XURSHLVFXUUHQWO\DWUDYHOEDUJDLQ+HUHªVD
XQLTXHZD\WRVHHWKHVLJKWVLQFOXGLQJ
waterfront properties visited by Julius Caesar!

BY LYN FREEMAN PHOTOS BY JAMES LAWRENCE
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We were flying through a high mountain pass, a twisting maze of switchbacks across
the top of the still-snowing Alps, a pass that may have been the same route Hannibal
TFMFDUFEUPCSJOHFMFQIBOUTJOUPCBUUMFXJUIUIF3PNBO&NQJSF"IFBE UIFTQSBXMJOH
coastline of Lake Como comes into view. The deep blue water is encircled by castles
and villas and resorts extraordinaire. Lake Como has been a celebrated destination for
literally thousands of years for people like Julius Caesar to Hollywood celebrities. But
none of them has had quite the experience as that available to a pilot with a seaplane.
)$ / /       .
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Cesare Baj dropped the first notch of flaps
on the Lake Buccaneer as we made our final
approach onto Lake Como. A few seconds
later, we were floating in front of a villa that
recently sold for more than $30 million. We
weren’t invited, but we weren’t intruding either.
We were enjoying Lake Como. “This is why we
like to fly floats,” he said with very big smile.
Baj is a member of the 75+ year-old Aero
Club Como on the shores of Lake Como in
northern Italy, near the border with Switzerland. With the exception of the German occu-
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pation
pation and then the Allied occupation during
pa
World
W
War II, the club has proudly maintained
d
itself
itts as one of the most celebrated seaplane
bases
in the world. In addition to offering rides
b
and instruction, Aero Club Como is one of
the few remaining places in the world where
you can rent a float plane to fly solo. And that
makes for some remarkable opportunities.
“People take our float planes all over the
place,” Baj said proudly. Lake Como itself offers
hundreds of miles of shoreline, with countless
villas (one belonging to George Clooney) and
resorts (including the original Bellagio). Also
within easy range from Aero Club Como are
the Alps, the Mediterranean, Florence, Venice

and Milan.
Milan
n San Moritz,
Moritz
Mo
it the
h highest airport in
&VSPQF JTBNFSFNJOVUFTBXBZ
Baj had just returned from a flying/floating
adventure to the Greek Isles. “It was like that
Frank Sinatra song,” he said of his trip, then
sang, “It’s unforgettable …”
Aero Club Como has more than 100 local
patrons and three times that number who
come from around the world to fly float planes.
ćFOPOQSPĕUDMVCDIBSHFT&VSPTGPS
membership which gives you access to the
whole fleet of seaplanes, from Cessna 172s to
the Lake Buccaneer, which the club claims is
the only flying boat for rent in the world.

9,6,7(8523(%<6($3/$1(

Pilots of all skill levels come to take advantage, even pilots with zero seaplane time.
“Many pilots come here just to learn how to fly
on the water,” Baj said. The club asks that a pilot
fax them a copy of his/her license and medical
so they can have you “validated” to fly in Italy
before you arrive. Once you are there, a local
instructor will acquaint you with the Italian
flight rules and regulations, and you’ll begin
your lessons flying a Skyhawk or the 180-hp
4VQFS$VCPOĘPBUT&YQFSJFODFEQJMPUTNBZ
have little more than a single-engine aircraft
checkout before they are good to go.
A successful checkout does not come im-

mediately with carte blanche access to all of
&VSPQFTXBUFSXBZTćPVHI"FSP$MVC$PNP
pilots log an aggregate 4,000+ hours a year of
float flying, the group has an outstanding safety
record it’s eager to keep. Newcomers, even
high time pilots, are first encouraged to visit
any number of highlights along Lake Como’s
shoreline. After that, they have to work their
way towards earning any serious cross-country
privileges.
“You can have 20,000 hours in a 747, but you
haven’t learned to think about what happens
when you turn the engine off on a float plane
and start to drift toward the shore... Where are

you going to end up? If you don’t have a lot of
experience with seaplanes, it might not end up
the way you imagine,” Baj pointed out.
He said even high time float pilots can
become complacent and turn into an accident
waiting to happen. “There is data from studies in the United States that show that safety
begins to occur after a pilot has accumulated
about 500 hours or more of seaplane time.”
“When I’m doing an aircraft checkout, I
watch the pilot’s eyes. If he keeps his eyes in the
cockpit very long, I know he’s not a sea plane
pilot!,” Baj said.
 #VUJGTJHIUTFFJOHBDSPTTTPVUIFSO&VSPQFJT
high on your list, one shortcut is to take along a
“safety pilot.” Aero Club Como will loan you an
experienced pilot with lots of local knowledge
at no charge. (Continued on page 54)
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At ASI, we are committed to providing outstanding customer service while
meticulously handling every detail of your sales transaction or service visit.
Whether you’re looking for a trusted source to assist you in buying or selling
a new or used airplane, or you need a Factory Authorized Service Center to
maintain your late model Piper or Pilatus, you’ll benefit from your relationship
with our team of industry experts.

Denver’s Centennial Airport Ã 12260 E. Control Tower Road, Englewood, Colorado 80112
Tel: (303) 799-9999 Ã Fax: (303) 799-6130

www.aviationsales.com
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Narsarsuaq is the southernmost of four
airports on the west coast of Greenland, each
spaced about 150 NM apart, making alternate
airports quite some distance away. Narsarsuaq
(BGBW) is a special airport, with approach
minimums of 1,500 feet and four miles visibility. A 1,100-foot MSL rock formation at the
missed approach point serves as a powerful
motivation not to cheat on the approach minimums. Although some pilots will attempt to fly
low-level up the fjord to the south, unmarked
power lines to 1,500 feet, blind box canyons,
and a string of fatal accidents in everything
from Learjets to Skyhawks have always kept me
on the published approach.
As I previewed the weather in the hotel, the
southwesterly flow aloft gave me pause. That
can often bring moisture and clouds on-shore,
obscuring the airport. But the TAF showed a
broken 5,500-foot ceiling forecast which was
well within my comfort zone. I filed the flight
plans through BGBW and on to Iceland and got
some sleep before the next day’s oceanic flights.
In the morning I took a quick look at the
weather before heading out of the hotel and
saw the following new forecast and current
conditions.
% 58)2
01!2 ),
2#+.-0 ),
2#+.-1,01!2
),
% 58)20 ),
-4!/0+)1!1!

8IJMF5&.10DPOEJUJPOTEPOUOPSNBMMZ
throw a red flag in the continental USA, southern Greenland is a different place entirely, and
I really didn’t like the reduced visibility and
CFMPXNJOJNVNTDPOEJUJPOTJOUIF5&.10
forecast. During the van ride to the airport, I told
my client that I wanted to delay our departure
and re-plan for another airport further north,
which would give us more options in the case of
a diversion. This delay meant that we would arrive in Iceland quite late, creating some logistical
challenges for his onward flight to Malaysia.
But in keeping with my rule never two second guess a diversion or no-go decision, I held
firm and left my client to sit in the FBO lounge
while I re-planned and filed our day of flying
to route via Nuuk (BGGH), 300NM north of
Narsarsuaq and 150NM south of our alternate
Sondrestrom (BGSF), the northernmost of the
four airports on the west coast of Greenland.
Takeoff was at 1339 zulu, at FL190 on oxygen
to maximize the endurance and range of the
unpressurized Caravan.
About 1½ hours into the four-hour planned
flight, I called the Greenland met office on
the sat-com I always bring for ferry flights in
oceanic and remote areas. The accented voice
at the other end of the connection informed
me that a blizzard was washing up the west
coast of Greenland and that Nuuk was down
to ¾-mile visibility (1,200 meters) and vertical
visibility of 1,000 feet. Narsarsuaq was down
to hard minimums already. Sondrestrom was
still at 4,500-foot ceiling and forecast to remain
clear of the storm. With confidence that our
alternate would stay clear for the duration of
the flight, we continued on and re-checked the
weather an hour later. The updated weather

 In Aircraft…Initial, Recurrent, Supplemental
and Advanced Avionics Training
 Convenient…we travel, you stay home
 Your schedule, not ours
 Safe, professional, experienced
instructors (min. 5000 hrs TT)
 Instruction provided in the Malibu, Mirage,
Meridian and Jetprop since 1990
>OLU7YVMPJPLUJ`HUK:HML[`4H[[LY
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showed vertical visibility at Nuuk down to 600
feet, and we decided at this time to divert to
Sondrestrom which was also lowering but still
showing 2,000-foot ceilings in light snow. With
a localizer approach and 8,000-foot runway,
Sondrestrom is the most weather-accessible
airport in Greenland.
Since our diversion clearance took us
directly over Nuuk anyway, I radioed the
Nuuk AFIS (like a tower) in range and updated the weather. Heavy snow and 400-foot
vertical visibility kept me feeling good about
the diversion. After 5½ hours in flight, with
two hours of fuel remaining, we landed at
Sondrestrom just before airport closing in
800-foot ceilings with very light snow. Sondrestrom is normally a very well-organized
airport but, on this arrival, we found no
follow-me car or marshaller to park us.
After a few moments, a line personnel
apologized for the lack of services. He told
us an aircraft had crashed on the ice cap to
the south a short time before and they had
been busy dispatching a search-and-rescue
helicopter. Since the aerodrome was closing
and we could not depart after hours without
paying a $1,500 USD overtime fee, we secured
the airplane and headed for the hotel which
overlooked the runway.
The same morning, a pilot in a Piaggio
P-180, en-route from Iceland to Canada, filed
a flight plan to Narsarsuaq and departed a
short time after us headed in the opposite
direction. Without the benefit of a sat-com or
updated en-route weather, this pilot arrived
at Narsarsuaq and shot the published NDB
approach to a missed approach. A second
approach was attempted without success, and
the pilot diverted to Sondrestrom. About 75
nm south of Sondrestrom, all fuel depleted,
and the pilot was forced to make a two
engine-out ditching onto the ice cap. Had
we continued to Narsarsuaq ourselves, the
outcome would have been the same, as making the 670 nm flight to destination and a 450
nm flight to the last airport in Greenland still
above approach minimums would have been
impossible.
The next day we de-iced the Caravan and
flew to Iceland without incident, but it was a
sober and quiet flight. The no-go and diversion decisions we make are some of the most
important elements of flight planning. While
we are all pilots capable of flight operations
in weather, underestimating the seriousness
of flight and the possibility of worse than
forecast conditions can easily bite us. In this
case, we were fortunate to have made the safe
decision before departure and to have the
tools for in-flight weather updates that further
informed our choices. Unfortunately for the
Piaggio, the same cannot be said.
Be careful out there, folks, and never,
never, never second-guess a no-go or diversion decision.
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WORKING WICK

BROKEN WICK
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Some of the simplest systems on your airplane can be
WKHPRVWLPSRUWDQW%<'$9,'0&9,11,(0&),

&WFSZQSFĘJHIUOPSNBMMZJOWPMWFTBXBMLBSPVOEFYUFSJPSJOTQFDUJPO
During that lap around the craft, you get a chance to inspect those
wire-like things hanging off the flight controls that my wife Suzanne
calls “sticky wicks” or, to be more technically correct, static dischargers. The number and location of the wicks varies from model to
model but most technically advanced high-performance aircraft have
a healthy number of them. The wicks are a major part of a larger
system that protects your sensitive avionics from interference.
We all remember static experiments from our youth. Rubbing a
balloon on a wool sweater and seeing how long it would stick to the
wall was a particular favorite although my sisters preferred to shuffle
across the rug and then zap my ear from behind. That little 50,000volt spark of electricity was easy to see and really got my attention.
When they shuffled their feet, they were transferring electrons from
the rug onto their clothing. When they sparked my ear, they returned the electrons to the rug using me as a conductor. It didn’t
work very well when the humidity was high but was easy to accomplish in cold dry air.

AILERON BONDING STRAP

An aircraft in flight strips electrons off the particulate matter suspended in the air. This matter includes
water, ice or snow, hence the term “precipitation” or “P-static.” P-static collects on the surfaces of the aircraft
and, believe it or not, an unprotected GA aircraft can develop a charge in excess of 250,000 volts (airliners
over a million volts). The electrons are not unlike the air molecules we talk about when discussing lift. They
impact the leading surfaces of the aircraft and want to equalize back into the atmosphere at the trailing edges.
If we want to be successful in dissipating the static charge, we need to provide a continuous low-resistance
path for the electrons to follow, not unlike the low-drag profile that’s so desirable for airflow. A static-protected aircraft system reduces the level of charge to around 25,000 volts or by a factor of 10. Whatever remains
on the airframe at touchdown is dissipated through the aircraft tires which are treated to conduct static.
With the exception of the cowling and the small fiberglass fairing on the tail, the PA-46 is almost all
aluminum. The wings and empennage are bolted to the airframe and are electrically bonded by bolts and
fasteners. The flight controls present a problem because they have to move to function and that movement
makes good electrical bonding difficult. The lubricated hinges and rods can present high resistance so there
are bonding straps on all the key surfaces, electrically connecting them to the airframe. The bonding straps
on the ailerons are easy to inspect but the two on the elevator and the two on the rudder are hard to see
without removing panels.
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EDGE SEALER ON THE
HORIZONTAL STAB

The de-ice boots are made of rubber and
would appear to be good insulators; however,
the boot material contains carbon black, and
the boots do indeed conduct static electricity. The early Malibu “in-wing” radar system
required a “low-carbon” boot to allow the
radar to work, but most of those radars have
been removed and the boots have been upgraded. Around each boot edge is a special
black conductive edge sealer that electrically
bonds the boot to the airframe. It looks like
paint but at $63 for a half-pint, it’s far from
it. All this is to ensure a continuous electrical
path for the static.
Failure modes
You may be curious as to what happens if the
systems are not working as designed. When
resistance builds up in the connections due to
missing sealer, bad bonding straps or wornout or missing static dischargers, a difference
of potential or voltage starts to build. When
it’s high enough, tiny sparks jump across the
resistance just like static electricity jumps
from your finger to a metal door knob. These
sparks, which may not be visible, create
electrical noise which can interfere or knockout navigation and communications systems.
They’re particularly disruptive in the low
frequencies where ADFs, Stormscopes and
Strike Finders operate and where LORAN
use to be. I still remember flying in and out
of clouds in an old LORAN equipped 210.
When I entered a cloud, the LORAN went
off-line and, as soon as I broke out, it came
back to life.
If the de-ice boots lose their bond, static
electricity can discharge through the boots
causing little pin holes or what are known as
“blow outs.” In speaking to BF Goodrich, I
learned that the problem is more common
than many think. Obviously, these tiny holes
impact the efficiency of the de-ice boots. Although I’ve not heard of it in a PA-46, some
aircraft have also experienced problems with
static discharges in the front cockpit heated
windows. The discharge has been known to
damage heating elements and heater control
circuits.
Bob Truax, one of the pioneers of static
research, worked on the PA-46 project along
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with G. Nash. Truax considers the static
protection built into the PA-46 to be one of
the best systems Piper used. He recalled one
Malibu that was experiencing above-average
static disruption, and he was asked to get involved in solving the problem. The cause was
actually an external antenna connector in the
cabin designed to be used with a handheld
radio. In the air, the charge would build up
on the antenna and arc across the contacts in
the panel connector, creating static noise. The
cure: Install a terminating/shorting connector on the panel connector when the antenna
was not in use.
In another unusual case, a Cessna 400
owner complained to the avionics shop that
the VORs would not work in the air. The shop
worked diligently trying to fix it but could not
come up with an answer. Finally, one tech noticed a large vinyl company decal affixed to the
vertical stabilizer, just under the VOR antenna.
The static noise developed by the decal was
enough to overpower the VOR and, once the
decal was removed, all was well with the world.
System Maintenance
The static-discharge system includes the boots
and edge sealer if boots are installed, and the
bonding straps and static dischargers. These
items were all part of the original aircraft
certification. If you operate under a minimum
equipment list, you may be able to fly with a
broken or missing wick; otherwise, it all needs
to be there and needs to be airworthy. The
aileron bonding straps can be inspected during
a normal preflight for security and corrosion,
and the conductive edge sealant should be in
good shape. Areas suffering the most wear
include the outboard horizontal stabilizer tips
and the wingtips.
Static dischargers/wicks are rated by
speed and decibels of noise reduction. Wick
construction consists of a threaded mounting connector which holds a plastic former
PGTPSUT&BDITUBUJDEJTDIBSHFSPOUIF1"
contains 10,000 to 20,000 stainless steel filaments that are so fine they resemble soft fur.
They’re bonded to the base along the former
and are protected by an outer insulated covering. The small bell-shaped cone at the end of
the wick helps align the wick in the slip-

MOUNTING BASE

stream. The dischargers rely on high internal
resistance to help decouple the static charge
from the airframe.
The common wick for the PA-46 is Piper
part # 456-872 and it runs about $50 from Piper. It’s manufactured by TCO Manufacturing
Corp as a DD-1W and available from SkyGeek
for about $14 (add $10 for the FAA paperwork). I personally recommend you carry one
or two spares as they break easily, are easy to
change, and only weigh 3.5 grams each. Take
care not to lose the small lock washer and don’t
over tighten them as the bases are much more
expensive and time-consuming to replace. I’d
heard reports that some pilots substituted a
“cheaper” wick for the original part number.
I’m not sure which one they used but, unless
the wick is listed as approved for the airframe,
a field approval 337 is required.
Most good avionics shops have the ability
to test the dischargers/mounts, and many
owners have it done as part of their annual
inspection or during the biennial avionics
checkup/IFR certification. If you’re having
communications/navigation issues, have them
checked. Checking wicks requires a Megohmmeter, which is simply a high voltage ohmmeter that runs 500-1000 volts across the wick.
Good wick reads fall in the 6-200 megohm
range. The mounting base is only allowed
0.1 ohms resistance to the airframe. If you’ve
been in any large maintenance shops, you’ve
noticed the heavy iron maintainers remove
the wingtip wicks to prevent breakage and to
prevent damage to shop personnel as well.
The de-ice boots can be checked for “blowouts” by pressurizing the boots and spraying
them with a soapy solution pretty much the
same way you check for tire leaks. The little
pinholes can be repaired with adhesive.
By the way, it’s not unusual to find someone
who thinks that static dischargers protect
against lightning but it’s not generally the
case. Lightning strikes occur when the aircraft
finds itself between a highly charged cloud
and another oppositely charged cloud or the
ground. As the lightning leaders step towards
each other, the aircraft structure, which conducts electricity better than the air, becomes
part of the lightning stroke. Several PA-46s
have experienced strikes but none that I recall
that were serious beyond the mechanical
repairs afterwards.
The static discharge system is simple to inspect and inexpensive to maintain. When it’s
doing its job you won’t even know it’s there,
like all aircraft systems should be.
Dave McVinnie is a 14-year Master Flight Instructor and
FAAST representative with more than 9,700 hours of experience, 7,000 hours as a CFI. He served on the National Association of Flight Instructors Professional Standards Committee
and is a charter member of the Society of Aviation and Flight
Educators (SAFE) organization. He also spent 24-years as an
electronics technician/superintendent in the USAF and is an
active Amateur Radio Operator: Call sign – N5CFI. McVinnie
Aviation offers insurance-recognized initial and recurrent
training in the PA-46, including initial instrument training. For
more information, go to albuquerquedpe.com.
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On March 29, 2011, about 1604
&BTUFSO%BZMJHIU5JNF B1JQFS
PA46-350P, N619VH, impacted
a field southeast of the departure end of Runway 21 at Custer
Airport (TTF), Monroe, Mich.
Visual meteorological condi-
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tions prevailed at the time of the
accident. The 14 CFR Part 91
flight was operating on an instrument rules flight plan. The pilot
and two passengers were fatally
injured. The flight had departed
from Bedford County Airport,
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Bedford, Pa., about 1426 and was
en route to TTF.
A witness reported that the
airplane was unusually low and
still flying at a high rate of speed
with its landing gear retracted
when it flew over Stewart Road.
The airplane continued at a high
rate of speed as it crossed over the
trees adjacent to Runway 21.
Radar data indicates that the
airplane’s speed was 132 knots,
at an altitude of 800 feet, and a
heading of 207 degrees when it
was about 0.5 miles from Runway
21 (4,997 feet by 100 feet, grooved
asphalt).
&YBNJOBUJPOPG3VOXBZ
noted 37 marks within the runway
surface consistent with propeller slash marks that began about
2,000 feet down Runway 21. Material consistent with material from
the airplane propeller was located
in the area of the slash marks.
 &YBNJOBUJPOPGUIFNBJO
wreckage revealed that the landing gear was in the retracted
position and the flaps were in the
retracted position.
This is looking like a failureto-extend-landing-gear accident
combined with a stall/spin on the
go-around. It is highly likely that
the events leading to this crash
were pilot error and entirely preventable. According to the AOPA
Nall Report, 75 percent of General
Aviation fatal crashes are directly
the result of pilot error. Chapter 11
of the Airplane Flying Handbook
(FAA-H-8083-3A) states that the
most common pilot operational
factor involved in retractable gear
airplane accidents is: Neglected to
extend landing gear.
An inadvertent gear-up landing
is going to be expensive, incon-

venient and embarrassing at the
very least, but it is not likely to be
fatal or even injurious. As we see
on a regular basis, a late decision
to go-around can be vastly more
dangerous. Low altitude stall/spin
accidents are rarely survivable regardless of pilot skills and training.
Consider carefully the thought
process that goes into your
decision to land. Psychologists
tell us that if a decision is made
too soon, every bit of evidence
collected from that point forward
in time will be used to confirm
the correctness of the premature
decision, whether the evolving
evidence continues to support
that decision or not. This is a sinister psychological fact of human
nature. Overcoming this noble
distraction requires continued
honest assessment and a practiced
procedural approach.
Making the decision too late has
its own peril. In fact, this decision,
like most pilot decisions, cannot
be made quickly because hasty
decisions are all too likely to be incorrect. Instead, consider briefing
the landing each time while applying your checklists, flows, memory
items and Standard Operating
Procedures just as you would in
other flight segments. An SOP
manual contains, among other
things, a series of preplanned actions. In other words, the decisions
are already made.
How does this play out tactically? Consider lowering the gear
only when you lower the nose for
the runway. This could be on a long
final, the downwind leg, or the base
leg depending on weather, altitude
and distance from the threshold.
When you “go down,” put the gear
down, introduce 10 degrees of flaps

$&&,'(175(9,(:
and reduce power to 18 inches/20
inches/300 pounds (Malibu/Mirage/Meridian-JP). This should get
you very close to 120 knots which
makes you a Category B aircraft
and gives you energy for a safe
circle or missed approach (with
additional power). By combining a descent, gear extension and
10 degrees of flaps, we build a
consistent expectation of 120 knots.
If this expectation is not met, you
can now re-evaluate by asking the
question: What did I miss?
This PPC (pitch/power/configuration) will also put you within
the second notch of flaps speed.
After the runway is in sight and
you have decided to continue, add
full flaps because extension of the
second notch will have scrolled
your aircraft into the white arc
(flap extension speed).
Have a flow and use it. A flow
is not a memorized checklist. It
is a visual consideration of key
items reviewed at key intervals
before, during and after flight.
For example: “Runway in sight”;

Consider carefully the thought process that goes into
your decision to land. Psychologists tell us that if a
decision is made too soon, every bit of evidence collected
from that point forward in time will be used to confirm the
correctness of the premature decision, whether the evolving
evidence continues to support that decision or not.
“3 Green”; “Landing clearance is
received (landing light on)”; “The
runway appears clear”; “Suggest
we continue …”
When it is time to commit to
the landing, idle the throttle or
power lever and move your hand
to the yoke. This is a crucial step
to prevent the fast-twitch muscles
in your arm and hand from doing
something your brain didn’t want
them to do, such as attempting a goaround with a damaged propeller.
Remember, your SOP is your
personal version of a “hard deck”
or Operations Specification, not
a personal minimum. Once you
have adopted your SOP, don’t ever
violate it because, it represents

your personal Safety Management System. You can build on
this SOP each time you train. Do
JUUIF4BNF8BZ&BDIBOE&WFSZ
5JNF 48&&5 
Looking at the big picture, we
can see that the safety record of
the PA46 remains egregiously high
even after a great deal of scrutiny
by the FAA and NTSB. The insurance industry is attempting to
reduce the frequency and severity
of PA46 accidents by requiring approved training annually. However,
this training is not well-defined by
the insurance industry.
I am not suggesting that PA46 pilots spend more money or time on
training. I am suggesting that PA46

pilots educate themselves about
effective training and then endeavor
UPHFUUIFJSNPOFZTXPSUI&ČFDUJWF
training won’t take any longer or
cost any more.
Fly Safely – Train Often
Dick Rochfort, ATP, CFII
Master Instructor
About the Author: A former corporate
pilot and primary flight instructor,
Rochfort is a full-time master instructor
providing insurance-approved initial
and recurrent pilot training, pre-purchase consultation,
relocation and expert
witness services to
the PA46 (Matrix,
Malibu, Mirage, and
Meridian) community
worldwide.
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BEYOND THE POH

THINGS
THEY DON’T
TELLYOU
IN THE POH
7KLVWZRSDUWVHULHVJRHVEH\RQGWKHWH[WLQWKHPDQXDO
%<0$57,1('25$1

The Pilot Operating Handbook and FAA-approved Airplane Flight
Manual, better known as the POH, is the Bible when it comes to the
operation of any aircraft. It provides the critical information that we
need to fly and maintain our plane to minimize the inherent risk of
engine, airframe or system failure. It behooves every pilot to maintain a current copy of the POH in his or her plane as required by
the FARs. But more importantly, every pilot should read and understand the POH for his or her aircraft regularly and follow its guidance as the owner/operator.
But as every pilot knows, every make and
model of aircraft has its individual nuances.
With more than 25 years of history to
the PA46, most of its gremlins have been
identified and are well-known by Malibu
pilots. As Matrix pilots, we benefit from
the legacy of the PA46 and fly one of
the most tested and respected models
of General Aviation aircraft. When
Piper designed the Matrix as the nonpressurized version of the PA46 line, it
modified an already excellent platform,
and we can learn from its long history.
Here are several things I have learned
in my first two years of ownership
that may benefit you as well.
Single TIT probe
The Matrix provides significant
information to the pilot for purposes of managing the engine to
parameters established by Lycoming, the manufacturer of the 350
HP 540. The Matrix has only
one Turbine Inlet Temperature
probe which is located in the
exhaust-transition assembly,
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in the lower aft area of the engine on the pilot’s
side. For more than a decade, there have been
concerns about the accuracy of TIT probes
used on various Malibus. (See Airworthiness
Directive 99-15-04 R1 and Piper Service Bulletin
No. 995C.) The location of a single probe in
the exhaust assembly, as with our Matrix, has
prompted questions about wear and calibration
which should alert all piston pilots. In fact, the
Piper SB requires replacement and calibration
of the probe every 250 hours because current
reports indicate that the accuracy of the existing
probe may decrease over time in service. This is
due to the corrosive and very hostile environment of the exhaust system.
Because of the concerns about the accuracy of
the TIT probes, it may be inadvisable to use the
TIT reading on our MFD displays as an accurate
means of leaning our engines. Many well-advised
Matrix pilots will use fuel flow to lean and monitor the leaning process via cylinder head temperatures. A common method is, after takeoff, to lean
to 35 inches manifold pressure and 32 GPH fuel
flow at 1,000 AGL for the climb. Then monitor
the engine to assure that CHTs do not exceed 380
degrees F during climb. Since the No. 5 cylinder’s
location under the cowling will generally provide
the highest CHT, its temperature becomes the
measure to determine if sufficient cooling is available to the engine. Once at cruise, MP should be
reduced to 29-30 inches, RPM to 2400, and Fuel
Flow to 21.0 GPH.
Although the POH states that the upper end
of the green arc for TIT is 1750 degrees F, it is
advisable to maintain lower TITs because of the
inaccuracy of the probe. Many pilots say that
the probe under-reports temperatures by approximately 75 to 100 degrees and suggest that
best operating procedure, after leaning, is not to
exceed 1575 to 1600 TIT.
I hope Piper will see fit to add a second TIT
probe at a more appropriate location in newer
models. As for current owners, we need to be
aware of the issue and to note that STCs are
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available to make TIT readings more accurate
and useful.
Extra 10 gallons per side
The PA46 uses a “wet wing” to house the fuel
supply, and the POH says that each wing holds 61
gallons, of which 60 is usable. And we know that
if it says so in the POH, it is correct. That certainly is true in this respect. What is unstated is that
each wing can hold approximately 10 additional
gallons if you can find a way to get fuel onboard.
Unfortunately, because of the location of the fuel
filler ports, the wing will hold 60 gallons when
the fuel is topped off if the aircraft is on a relatively level surface. To take advantage of the extra
capacity available in the wing, an outboard fuel
filler port can be installed. If you are on the ramp
one day, take a look at some older PA46s and you
just may see a fuel filler port much further out on
wing than you have on your Matrix. Most likely,
the fuel port modification was made to allow for
the additional 10 gallons per side.
Another, more burdensome way to take
advantage of the extra fuel space is to raise the
wing when it’s being filled. Some have used a
ramp under the opposite main wheel to lower the
outer portion of the wing and allow fuel to flow
outboard of the filler port. Don’t try this without
some help from someone experienced in this
technique and certainly don’t try to open the fuel
filler port you just filled after taking the opposite
main gear off the ramp. In this case, you will find
at least 10 gallons of $6 per gallon 100LL on top
of your wing and dripping to the tarmac below.
Also, don’t forget that if you do load up the
140 gallons of 100LL, you will only have a useful
load of about 300 pounds and will have to run
OFXXFJHIUBOECBMBODFDBMDVMBUJPOT&YQFDU
that these calculations will show a more forward
center of gravity than you might anticipate since
the wing’s moment arm is relatively forward.
Oil on the belly
&WFSZQJMPUPQFSBUJOHBQJTUPOFOHJOFBJSDSBę

understands the importance of engine oil in
reducing friction and dispersing heat from the
engine. He or she also understands that regularly
replacing the engine oil and analysing it for mineral content and the filter for particulate matter
are critical steps in the proper maintenance of
piston-engine aircraft. Most Matrix owners I’ve
spoken with change engine oil every 25-35 hours,
despite the POH recommendation that the engine oil be “drained and renewed every 50 hours”
and the oil filter changed at the same time.
 ćF-ZDPNJOHFOHJOF5*0"&"VTFT
a full pressure, 12-quart wet-sump lubrication
system. The POH says, “Maximum endurance
flight should begin with 12 quarts of oil,” which
also happens to be the maximum oil capacity. For
all shorter flights, the POH recommends that oil
be “added if the quantity falls to 10 quarts.”
Well, for those of us who make every attempt
to be compliant with the POH, most have found
out what happens with several of those quarts of
oil if the POH recommendations are followed.
They exit the engine through the left exhaust
stack and find their way to the underbelly of an
otherwise clean aircraft. What the POH doesn’t
tell you is that the engine doesn’t need all that oil
— in fact, it doesn’t want it and can’t keep it on
board. As one recent blogger on the MMOPA
forum said about Lycoming engines, “They keep
what they want and blow what they don’t”.
So what’s the cause of this oil blow-out?
Some suggest that when the engine crankcase
gases are discharged to an oil/air separator
behind the left rear cylinder, oil is not fully
separated and is vented out the left rear exhaust
stack with the gases.
I’ve found that keeping the oil level in the
eight-quart range provides excellent results.
It is interesting to note that the POH says the
in-flight minimum oil quantity is a mere 2.75
quarts. This seems to support the lower levels of
oil that most pilots accept while operating.
Read more tips you won’t find in the POH in
the next issue of MMOPA!

AIRCRAFT TRAINING SERVICES, LLC
MALIBU, MIRAGE & MERIDIAN
TRAINING
Insurance Approved
INITIAL & REFRESHER COURSES
(913) 908-7752
Certiﬁed Flight Instructor since 1972 (39 years)
23 years ﬂying and teaching in PA-46’s
Located in the heart of America
Address: 24308 West 79th St., Shawnee, KS 66227

Tom Deutsch
Owner/Instructor
Email: deutscht@rhwhotels.com
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Sanchez Aviation Training Services, inc
Experience the Learning

Learn what YOU can do in YOUR PA-46. Having equipment that you can’t get the very best of
is always frustrating. Training in aircraft systems/software since 1988. Underwriter approved for
refresher courses. Call 561-929-0665, the solution to your avionics frustration
Paul Sanchez
sanchezpaulk@mac.com
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561-929-0665 office
305-389-1742 cell

TAIL STALLS
(Continued from page 16) most pilots. A wing
stall will cause the entire airplane to vibrate.
A tail stall often signals the pilot with erratic
yoke movements, generating buffeting and a
lightening of pitch response, sometimes resulting in PIO. NASA pilots who’ve investigated
the phenomenon at length, suggest, “A tail stall
talks to you through the yoke; a wing stall you
feel in the seat of your pants.”
Symptoms of wing and tailplane stalls can
be very similar, but recovery techniques are 180
degrees apart. A tail stall usually results in a rapid
pitch down moment, often accompanied by pulsing of the yoke as the airplane pitches forward.
Recovery from a wing stall precipitated by
icing or any other source demands releasing back
pressure to reduce the angle of attack and adding
power to regain lost airspeed. In a tail stall, airflow must be restored to the horizontal stabilizer’s
bottom surface, so the proper procedure is to pull
back on the yoke and sometimes reduce power.

stall, and the results may be disastrous.
A pilot who recognizes a tail stall should
immediately apply slight back pressure and
reduce flap deflection incrementally. It also
may be necessary to reduce thrust to bring the
elevator out of the stalled condition.

Any way you look at it, airframe icing
is bad news. Just keep in mind, if you’re
spring-loaded to respond to any aerodynamic ice warning with the conventional
forward yoke and more power, you may be
in for a wild ride.

A tail stall often signals
the pilot with erratic
yoke movements,
generating buffeting
and a lightening of
pitch response,
sometimes resulting
in PIO. NASA pilots
who’ve investigated
the phenomenon at
length, suggest,
“A tail stall talks to you
through the yoke; a
wing stall you feel in
the seat of your pants.”
Both of those standard wing stall recovery actions, pitching down and adding power, can be disastrous in an ice-induced tail stall. Pilots educated
in conventional stall response may find it almost
impossible to apply the proper recovery inputs, as
the procedure seems totally counterintuitive.
A tail stall will usually occur with flap deflection as the airflow is disrupted across the tail.
As mentioned above, extending flaps moves
the center of lift aft, which causes the tail to
work harder to counter the wing’s forward
pitching moment. If the horizontal stabilizer is
already compromised by ice, the result may be
flow separation and loss of control.
Since tail stalls are so closely associated
with flap deflection, they’re most common in
the worst possible flight environment – at low
altitude close to the ground. Initiate recovery
procedures for a tail stall as you would a wing
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SEND LESS TO THE IRS

BUY AND SELL AIRPLANES
:,7+2873$<,1*7$;(6
The 1031 exchange works equally well for aircraft.

%<+$55<'$1,(/6&3$&)33)6&9$
Commercial real estate investors
have long taken advantage of
Section 1031 in the tax code
which allows property owners
to trade properties and avoid
the current payment of at least
a portion of the income tax that
would be due on the transaction. A 2011 tax court case
reminded us that these same
provisions that apply to real
estate also apply to the exchange
of airplanes. And when you
consider the tax effects of depreciation recapture, the impact of
Section 1031 on your overall tax
liability can be nothing short of
remarkable.
Consider this example: You
buy real estate for $100X. Over
time the value of your property
increases to $150X. You find
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another parcel that you want,
and the seller asks $150X for
his property. By executing a
property trade under Section
1031, you can exchange properties and avoid presently paying
the tax on the $50X appreciation
of your property. Later there will
be a day of reconciliation but
not today.
This same principle applies to
airplanes, but with airplanes the
results are usually larger than
you originally thought. This is
because airplanes are depreciable
assets, and their tax basis is reduced every year that you claim
depreciation. Take the same example from above but this time
imagine it is an airplane, and not
real estate. Airplanes have a tax
life of five years. Using author’s

privilege, the airplane costs
$100X and, after four years, you
have depreciated the plane down
to $20X. Now you want another
plane. If you sell your plane outright, then any sale proceeds over
$20X will be taxed. If you trade
your plane under Section 1031,
the tax is deferred until sometime well into the future when
you truly let go of the plane. This
can make a big difference in your
present year tax liability.
Again, I am going to claim
author’s privilege and use some
made-up numbers to illustrate
a point that I can almost guarantee will not be in accordance
with the Internal Revenue Code.
Assume in 2007 you paid $1
million for a 2001 used aircraft
which you have used 100
percent for business. Naturally,
you have the required logs to
establish the amount of business
use to meet the requirements
of Section 274 of the Internal
Revenue Code. In 2010, you are
in the fourth year of ownership
of the plane. You paid $1 million for the plane and you have

SEND LESS TO THE IRS
claimed a total of $800,000 for
depreciation deductions for the
four tax years between 2007 and
2010. Your original tax basis for
the $1 million purchase price
has been reduced by $800,000
for depreciation leaving your
airplane with a tax basis of
$200,000 on Dec. 31, 2010.
Time passes, and it is 2011.
You want to trade up or trade
down. You need another plane
for whatever reason since the
plane you purchased in 2007 no
longer fills the bill. Your market
research finds that your 2001
plane that you purchased in
2007 for $1 million has a market
value of $750,000. You decide to
sell the plane and buy another
plane. You locate a buyer, and
you both agree that $750,000 is
indeed a fair and market price
and you get ready to close the
deal. Then you get wise and say,
“Whoa! Are there any negative
tax ramifications?” Oh, yes!
Have you heard of depreciation recapture? Believe me, Congress and the IRS have. It works

In the eyes of the IRS a trade is not a terminating event.
You have only substituted one piece of equipment for
another piece. In a sale, you have bought, and then you
have disposed. In a trade, you buy, and then you substitute.
Sometimes you get lucky, and you swap planes with another
owner. Sometimes an aircraft dealer will work a trade-in with
you towards the purchase of your next aircraft.
like this: Tax law has allowed
you to depreciate your $1 million airplane down to $200,000
over a four-year period. Tax law
has allowed you to depreciate
the airplane far more than its
true loss in economic value of
$250,000. Therefore, the government wants you to return the tax
savings you received by claiming
depreciation in excess of the true
economic loss in value.
The IRS wants to recapture
those deductions. They do that
by saying that you have made
$550,000 of profit on the sale of
the plane. That’s impossible, you
say. You paid $1 million, and
you sold the plane for $750,000.

Therefore, in your eyes, you
lost $250,000. Nice try, says the
IRS. The IRS gave you $800,000
worth of depreciation deductions when they should have
given you only $250,000. The
IRS wants the tax back on those
$550,000 worth of deductions.
So you get out your calculator and compute that $550,000
of phantom income (depreciation recapture) at a 35 percent
tax bracket is going to cost
you $192,500 in taxes. After
paying tax, you will have just
a little more than $550,000 left
to go toward your replacement
airplane. Not a good day!
Along comes the like-kind-ex-

change provisions of Code Section
1031. A tax court judge once said
that it is not only your privilege
to do everything legally possible
to minimize your tax obligations
but it is your financial obligation
to do so. Bottom line, according
to Section 1031, an exchange is
not a sale, and there is no taxable
gain or loss on an exchange. If you
sell the plane outright, you end
up with the $192,500 tax problem
from above. However, if you trade
the plane, the $192,500 tax problem goes away.
In the eyes of the IRS a trade is
not a terminating event. You have
only substituted one piece of equipment for another piece. In a sale,
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you have bought, and then you have disposed. In
a trade, you buy, and then you substitute. Sometimes you get lucky, and you swap planes with
another owner. Sometimes an aircraft dealer will
work a trade-in with you towards the purchase of
your next aircraft. Many times, neither of these
options will work out in the right time and place.
Then what do you do?
You turn to the Starker case provisions of
Section 1031. If you can meet the technical
requirements of the 1031 Starker provisions,
you can have a grace period of up to 180 days in
order to complete the deal. These provisions are

specific, and must be explicitly followed. In the
2011 tax case, the judge ruled against the IRS and
in favor of the taxpayer that the Starker provisions were substantially complied with due to the
way the taxpayer’s agreement with the qualified
intermediary was worded. This just goes to show
how investing a few dollars to make sure you do
it right can really save your day.
A few of the key technical
provisions of Section 1031 are:
The exchange must involve business property
and not property used for personal purposes,

Monitor your engine.
Now, more than ever, asset
management is critical.
Pilots and owners flying thousands
of hours throughout the world are
already using our service to avoid
spending money unnecessarily.

ae ess

Our trend monitoring program
detects and diagnoses subtle
changes in engine performance,
often preventing secondary—
more costly—damage.
Let us show you the many benefits
of being vigilantly aware of your
engine’s performance.

Turbine Trend Analysis—
monitoring the most
expensive component
of your aircraft.

P.O. Box 642
Clovis, CA 93613
p 559.297.6490
800.297.6490
f 559.297.6499

Total Engine Awareness
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and the exchanged property must be of like class
and fall within the same general asset class.
Exchanges between related persons have a
two-year look back period. If the exchanged
property is disposed of within two years after
the exchange, the transaction is rescinded as
if the exchange never existed and was a sale
on the date of the exchange unless you come
under one of the exceptions of non-avoidance
of tax, death or involuntary conversion. Even
using a qualified intermediary will not avoid
the two-year look back rule.
Replacement property must be unquestionably identified (make, model, year,
tail number) before the end of the 45-day
identification period that begins on the day
the property given up is transferred. Up to
three replacement properties, or an unlimited
number of replacement properties that are
in the cumulative less than twice the value of
what was given up, must be identified within
the 45-day identification period.
The replacement property must be received
within 180 days. In order to get the full 180day window, you may have to file an extension on your tax return.
A cardinal rule mandates that any money
involved with the deal cannot be touched until the deal closes out. This is where the 2011
tax case saved the taxpayer, due to a technical error on the flow of money to the aircraft
owner and the qualified intermediary. The
contract and the qualified intermediary really
saved the deal for the taxpayer.
 &WFOUIPVHIZPVUBLFBEWBOUBHFPGUIF
favorable provisions of Section 1031, it is very
rare that the value of the property given up
will exactly match the value of the property
received. As such, cash becomes the equalizer.
The IRS says that cash is king, and as such, if
cash is involved, then regardless of everything
else, the cash part of the deal will be treated
as taxable income. When cash is involved, the
amount of taxable gain is the lesser of (1) the
amount of net cash received or (2) the amount
of taxable gain as if Section 1031 was not a part
of the deal. And for the record, debt assumed
and debt given is treated as an addition and/or
a subtraction to the total cash of the deal.
Section 1031 has many technical provisions that must be complied with so seek
legal and tax-preparer assistance. Section
1031 is optional, and its use is imposed on
the IRS by the taxpayer. Therefore, the IRS
will insist that all of the provisions of Section
1031 be explicitly followed. By implementing
the provisions of Section 1031, the monetary
rewards can be fantastic.
O. H. “Harry” Daniels Jr. is a CPA and partner with the firm
of Duggan, Joiner & Co., certified public accountants, and a
licensed pilot. Contact Daniels at 352-732-0171 or by emailing
OHD@DJCoCPA.COM.

MAINTENANCE
nance under the provision of FAR Part 43.3(g).”
For help with logbook entries, see FAR 43.9.
Lastly, FAR 43.13 directs that maintenance
must be performed according to the appropriate manufacturer’s maintenance manual.
OIL AND FILTER CHANGES
Some of you probably already change your
own oil because this is one of the simpler
maintenance tasks on the PA46 and requires
relatively few tools. The Mirage and Matrix
come from the factory with an easily accessible
oil filter, but the Malibu is a different story, with
its filter buried in the engine compartment. It
is not impossible to change the Malibu’s oil,
but I highly recommend Malibu owners have a
remote filter, such as the Airwolfe, installed to
make things much easier and cleaner.

PERFORMING
YOUR OWN
PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE
Believe it or not, the FAA allows owners to do a good deal of
WKHLURZQPDLQWHQDQFH%<.(9,10($'

Have you ever longed to spend your Sunday afternoon replacing
your plane’s windows or spiffing up the interior of your hot-air
balloon basket? Then, go right ahead. As long as you meet a few
conditions, the FAA won’t stop you. In fact, those are only two
of the items from a long list of repairs and preventative maintenance that owners/operators are allowed to perform on the
aircraft they fly. In this article, we’ll explore a few of the more realistic selections from this list, found in FAR 43 appendix A(c).
Let’s start with the FAA’s conditions. Basically, as long as you have a pilot’s license and don’t operate your aircraft for hire, you may perform some of your own maintenance. FAR 43.3 (g) states,
“The holder of a pilot certificate issued under Part 61 may perform preventative maintenance on any
aircraft owned or operated by that pilot which is not used under FAR Part 121, 127, 129, or 135.”
Once you’ve completed the work, the plane must be returned to service and a logbook entry
made. An owner is authorized to do this under FAR 43.7 (b). “A person holding at least a private
pilot certificate may approve an aircraft for return to service after performing preventative mainte-
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Tools and supplies needed:
Oil filter wrench, hose and bucket to drain oil,
calibrated torque wrench, oil suction screen
wrench (Mirage/Matrix), safety wire and pliers
for filter and suction screen, vise, proper oil
filter cutter (please, don’t use a hacksaw), funnel, rags, basin (we use a cut-off two-liter soda
bottle) to catch extra oil that will drain from filter (Mirage/Matrix/Malibu with remote filter),
basin and solvent to rinse suction screen with
rag or coffee filter to retain contents of screen
for inspection (Mirage/Matrix), oil sample
kit — if desired, suction screen gasket (Mirage/
Matrix), new filter and replacement oil.
TIPS
rDo your first oil change with your mechanic.
As you begin to do your own oil filter inspections, remember that it will take some experience to get to know how much and what kind of
debris is normal for your engine. If in doubt, you
can send not only your oil, but also your filter,
to the oil analysis company. You can also ask a
mechanic to evaluate debris in your filter.
rMirage/Matrix owners must learn to remove
and inspect the contents of the oil suction screen.
The presence of certain kinds of debris in this
screen can signal serious engine problems that
may not be revealed by filter inspection or oil
sampling. So it is critical to rinse this screen
through a rag or paper towel of some kind so
that any suspicious debris can be retained for
analysis. If you find that your screen is filled with
metal shavings when you know you rinsed it
clean 25 hours ago, it is time to get a mechanic
and possibly Lycoming involved.
rRemember to perform a run-up and leak check
after changing your oil. After the run-up, inspect
the areas around the filter, suction screen (Mirage/Matrix) and quick drain valve especially
closely. If you see a leak, have a mechanic take a
look. Resolving the leak might take his experience and special engine-washing equipment that
most owners don’t have.

MAINTENANCE

rMalibu owners with the factory oil filter can
reduce mess during an oil change by puncturing
the top of the oil filter and allowing it to drain
before removing it.
TIRE REPLACEMENT
Many owners reason that since they certainly
can change their own car tire, they should be
able to change their plane’s tire. I hope the list
of tools and equipment below will convince
you otherwise. The cost of investing in jacks
alone will exceed the cost of a lifetime of
professional tire changes. But if you insist
on giving it a try, please go through it with a
mechanic first.
Tools and supplies needed:
Aircraft jacks, tail stand, Phillips screwdriver, two
3/8-inch wrenches or 3/8-inch socket and 3/8inch wrench, diagonal cutters to remove cotter
pin, 7/16-inch socket or wrench to remove brake
calipers, channel lock pliers to remove axle nut,
valve core remover to remove air from tire BEFORE removing the wheel bolts and nuts, bead
breaker (not a screwdriver), ½-inch socket and
wrench (for mains), 7/16-inch socket and wrench
for nose, ½-inch socket and wrench if you have
an old McCauley whee, small flat blade screwdriver to remove snap ring, new tire of correct ply
rating and inner tube, tire powder (should come
with tire), mirror to inspect inside of wheel for
tube pinching, air compressor, torque wrench for
wheel bolts, shop air or nitrogen to inflate, new
cotter pins and a pressure gauge.
TIPS
rWhen tightening the wheel halves during the
re-assembly process, make sure you don’t pinch the
inner tube between the halves. This is so easy to do
that even very experienced mechanics can make
this mistake from time to time.

rRemember to remove the valve core from the
inner tube and deflate the tire before you try to take
the wheel apart. Forgetting to do this can be deadly.
REPACKING WHEEL BEARINGS
If you decide to change your tires, it makes sense
to clean and repack your wheel bearings at the
same time since they’ll be out already. Inspect
the bearings for rusting or staining or signs of
overheating. If you’re unsure, ask a mechanic.
Tools and supplies needed:
Aeroshell 5 or appropriate approved grease,
solvent, bearing packer (nice, but not absolutely necessary), shop air, rags and a small flat
blade screwdriver to remove snap ring.

SERVICING LANDING GEAR STRUTS
WITH OIL AND NITROGEN
Tools required:
5606 hydraulic fluid, nitrogen, ruler to measure
extension and a valve-core removal tool
TIPS
rMake sure the strut is fully compressed
before you service the strut to full with 5606
hydraulic fluid.
rA placard at the top of the strut will tell you
how much nitrogen to put in.
REPLENISHING HYDRAULIC PUMP AND
BRAKE RESERVOIR FLUID LEVELS
Tools and supplies needed:
5606 hydraulic fluid out of a sealed container,
squirt can, wrench or pliers and rags
TIPS
rBe very careful never to overfill your
hydraulic pump reservoir. Fill only to the fill
line marked on the reservoir. Exceeding this
level can destroy a Gar Kenyon or Frisbee
(Triumph) reservoir.
rHydraulic fluid makes a good cleaner for
your struts, so use your fluid-soaked rag to
wipe them down when you finish filling your
reservoir.
rMany people don’t realize the brake
reservoir is different from the hydraulic
pump reservoir. Recip and JetProp brake
reservoirs can be found on the back wall
of the nose baggage compartment. The
Meridian brake reservoir can be found on
the firewall in the engine compartment.
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MAINTENANCE
form. First, you must get the correct bulb, and
many are available from suppliers such as Aircraft Spruce and Specialties. Part numbers can
be tricky and prices can vary wildly, so ask for
the suppliers help with crossing part numbers
and finding less expensive equivalents.

CLEAN AND GAP SPARK PLUGS
This is another task that can be fun, but requires just enough special equipment to make
it daunting to owners.
Tools and supplies needed:
7/8-inch wrench, 7/8-inch spark plug socket and
ratchet, torque wrench, spark plug cleaning and
testing machine, gapping tool, new spark plug(s)
and gasket(s), deleading tool, tray to keep the plugs
in order and protected and anti-seize compound.
TIPS
rHave a tray available so you don’t drop your plugs.
rGap and test your plugs after cleaning.
rUse anti-seize compound before reinstalling.
rRemember, you must use a torque wrench
when reinstalling plugs.
rReplace a plug if you drop it. Have extras on
hand in case you drop one or find fine wires
cracked. It is not uncommon for us to find two
or three fine wire plugs cracked whenever we
remove a set for cleaning and gapping.



REPLACING LAMPS OR LENSES OF
POSITION OR LANDING LIGHTS
Replacement of lamps or lenses is one of the
easier maintenance tasks for owners to per-

Tools and supplies needed:
Phillips screwdriver, extra lamp(s) and an
extra lamp ceramic socket for nav lights (just
in case yours is cracked).
TIPS
rMost position or landing lamp and lens
replacements are fairly straightforward, with
the exception of the PA46 nav light lamps and
lenses. When replacing these, it is a good idea
to have something soft on the ground under the
wingtip to catch the lenses in case they fall during
removal since there is nothing holding them in
place but the metal lens cover. Be ready to catch
them. Also be aware that the screws on the forward and aft ends of the metal nav lens cover are
of different lengths. Keep track of which end you
remove each screw from. If you reinstall the long
screw into the short hole, you’ll crack the ceramic
lamp socket and possibly your new lamp.
TROUBLESHOOT AND REPAIR
BROKEN CIRCUITS IN THE LANDING
LIGHT WIRING CIRCUITS.
Of course, before you replace a landing light
lamp, you should confirm that the problem is
not in the wiring. The FAA allows owners to
do this and repair wires as needed, presumably
because they may need to do it in an emergency
when a mechanic is not around. The problem
we most commonly see on the PA46 is a broken
wire at the ring terminal in the nose wheel well.
Tools and supplies needed:
Screwdriver (Phillips and or straight slot) 3/8-

Have you ever longed
to spend your Sunday
afternoon replacing
your plane’s windows
or spiffing up the interior
of your hot-air balloon
basket? Then, go right
ahead. As long as you
meet a few conditions,
the FAA won’t stop you.
inch wrench if wire is broken at the ground.
TIPS
rFor Meridian owners, if your landing light wire
and lamp are good, you probably have a bad
control module. Of course, this hardly qualifies
as a tip for Meridian owners accustomed, as you
no doubt are, to constant module replacement.
rOnce you’ve finished performing any maintenance on your plane, remember to make a
logbook entry, which must contain a description
of what you did, the aircraft total time or Hobbs
reading, the date, your name and signature, and
your license type and number.
Obviously, some of these maintenance tasks are
more realistic for the PA46 owner to tackle than
others. You may decide that changing lamps and
treating boots would be worthwhile and enjoyable, but that changing tires is a bit much. Or
you may be ready to go all out and take on the
DIBMMFOHJOHKPCT&JUIFSXBZ BTLBNFDIBOJDUP
help the first time you try something and make
sure you have the appropriate manufacturer’s
manuals available.

Wright Aviation Services LLC
Initial & Recurrent
Training Programs

Flight Instructor Team
 Master Flight Instructors
 Gold Seal Instructors
 Highly Experienced
 Insurance Approved

FAA/FITS Accepted
Insurance Approved

Piper:
 Meridian
 Mirage / Malibu
 Matrix
Twin Cessna:
 310/340
 401/402/414/421
Beechcraft:
 King Air 90/200
 Baron
 Bonanza

www wrightaviation net
www.wrightaviation.net
480-203-0599
rick@wrightaviation.net
Scottsdale/Phoenix/Prescott & Southwestern USA
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Instructional Services
 Initial Aircraft
 Annual Recurrent
 Glass Transition
o Avidyne Entegra
o Garmin 1000
o Garmin 500/600
o Aspen Pro
Commercial Pilot Services
Aviation Consulting Services

BUSINESS

GENERAL
$9,$7,21$*/2%$/
ENTERPRISE
More than ever before, General Aviation is
playing in a worldwide market.

BY RANDY GROOM

I began my General
Aviation career as a
CFI and charter pilot,
proudly flying American-made airplanes
and, for a time, training pilots for the U.S.
Air Force as a civilian
flight instructor. After
college, I began working for one of the most
all-American familyowned companies you
could find – Beech
Aircraft. After all, Mrs.
Beech dubbed her King
"JSUIF'SFF&OUFSQSJTF
Almost all General
Aviation manufacturing was U.S.-centric in
those days.
A Global Industry
Well, times change. Beech is no
longer Beech. It’s Hawker Beechcraft, an amalgamation reflecting
the British and American lineage
of its current airplanes, and today
it is owned by a large U.S. bank and
a Canadian holding company with
other interests in the commercial
aircraft manufacturing industry.

Once family-owned, of course,
Piper is now owned by Imprimis,
a private equity fund that manages
investments for the government of
Brunei. While Imprimis is based
in Singapore and Brunei, Piper’s
manufacturing is in Vero Beach, Fla.
More Changes on the Horizon
The global economic reality of
General Aviation today is spreading the culture of General Aviation
into nearly every corner of the
world. Freedom of access to air
space is a fundamental requirement for the global growth of our
industry. And with the freedom of
General Aviation to move about

are long-term commitments. We
can now look well beyond our
shores to take advantage of the
tremendous opportunity around
the world.
We are no longer depending on strictly U.S. or North
American sales. You are flying an
airplane that’s going to be strongly
supported by a company that’s
profitable and growing. And
that translates into stable market
values, good product support and
better parts availability around
the world. These values are very
important to Piper management
and a by-product of globalization.
Piper Globalization Under Way
Piper’s recent globalization efforts
are really about maximizing the
true potential of our products
by taking advantage of emerging
economies as well as previously
untapped economies to optimize
our sales and service capacity
around the planet. Many of these
countries need and want our
airplanes, particularly some of
these emerging economies where
traditional infrastructure may not
always be so strong.

Cessna, which for years was also
family-owned, has had a couple
of corporate owners, with the
latest, Textron, a global network of
aircraft, defense and intelligence,
industrial and finance businesses.
It recently opened manufacturing
plants in China and Mexico.
Learjet, which Bill Lear launched
in America with Swiss roots, is
now owned by the Canadian
company Bombardier, and the
parent company’s products include
business jets and regional jets,
along with other forms of ground
transportation. It is truly a global
company with projects and facilities
throughout the world, including
aircraft manufacturing in Mexico
BOE&VSPQF
General Dynamic’s Gulfstream
has some products with an Israeli
heritage. Foreign airplane manuGBDUVSFSTMJLF#SB[JMT&NCSBFS 
Switzerland’s Pilatus, Japan’s Honda,
France’s Dassault and others have
operations in the U.S. and, of
course, abroad in various countries.
The Chinese are about to open that
country’s considerable airspace and
recently purchased Cirrus.

in more parts of the world comes
the acceptance of more egalitarian
governance – something to think
about in a larger geopolitical point
of view.
Of course, moving this discussion back to the world we deal with
every day, you likely want to know
what this all means to Piper drivers,
when the company that builds
their airplanes is no longer owned
by an American family or even an
American holding company.
Stability Important
to Aircraft Ownership
Clearly, it means that you are flying
a product and a brand that’s managed by a stable company with a
bright future. Imprimis has a very
long-term investment strategy, and
it is certainly a stabilizing strength
for Piper in today’s economy.
This is because General
Aviation is an industry that doesn’t
lend itself very well to short-term
investment horizons since new
aircraft development programs
and even product improvements

The evidence of Piper’s
commitment to globalization
throughout the world and in the
United States is clear when you
look at the resources we’re deploying. We have our director of fleet
sales and our director of sales for
Asia located in Brunei. We have
PVSTBMFTEJSFDUPSGPS&VSPQF UIF
.JEEMF&BTUBOE"GSJDBCBTFEJO
Amsterdam. Our sales director
for the Americas is based in Vero
Beach, along with our senior
management team and our production capability.
Our dealer and agent network
is growing by leaps and bounds
around the world. We have recently
approved a number of authorized
service centers based in strategic
locations. As the boilerplate at the
end of our press releases says, we
are a global force in aviation, and
that is good news for Piper owners
and operators no matter where
they live and fly.
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MiPAD

THE BEST iPAD APPS
BY JOHN RULEY
This month we showcase two
apps that have migrated to the
iPad from earlier versions that
ran on other platforms, and an
essential accessory for pilots using
iPads in the air.
Pilot MyCast for iPad
Garmin acquired Digital Cyclone (the developers of Pilot
MyCast) back in 2007, when it
ran on some of the early “smart
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phone” hardware. Pilot MyCast
has always been focused on
easy-to-use aviation weather,
JODMVEJOHBOJNBUFE/&93"%
XFBUIFSSBEBSMPPQT .&5"34 
TAFS, wind barbs, IR and visible satellite images – and also
Temporary Flight Restrictions, other NOTAMs and
flight plan filing. In a nutshell,
everything you’d need for a
complete pre-flight briefing.

I’ve used it myself for quite
awhile. The iPad version uses
the large screen to provide better versions of the same weather
products, and adds an in-flight
mode that shows aircraft
position, and graphical flight
planning on a map that can
overlay weather data on top of
VFR sectional or IFR en-route
charts (low or high altitude).
The app makes an even wider
range of weather (and other)
imagery available for viewing
through its dedicated Maps &
Imagery page, among other
things including turbulence,
icing forecasts, in-flight hazards
including volcanic ash and
dust, and international weather
information. I fly regularly to
Mexico and was delighted to
find that local weather radar
maps are available for ten
south-of-the-border locations.
Other international pilots may
be interested in the Canadian
BOE&VSPQFBOGPSFDBTUNBQT
Pilot MyCast is available from
the iPad AppStore – a 30 day
trial is free, beyond that you’ll
pay $9.99 per month (or $99.99
per year) for a subscription.
The app also supports Garmin’s
SafeTaxi charts for use on the
ground at additional cost. For
more information, browse
Digitalcyclone.com/products/
pilot-my-cast/iPad/.

My Clip iPad Holder
As I noted last month, one
problem with the iPad 2 is the

MiPAD

My Clip on
several flights,
I think its
simplicity, low
price and the
fact that it takes
up so little
space in a flight
bag more than
make up for its
limitations.
slick metal back that can slide off
your leg at the worst possible
moment. There are several solutions to that problem, including
panel mounts and carrying
cases, but one of the best (and
least expensive) is My Clip – it’s
nothing more than a strap with
Velcro that fits around your leg,
with clips that securely hold an
iPad in either vertical (portrait)
or horizontal (landscape) orien-

tation. If you use Apple’s Smart
Cover (as I do), you’ll have to
take that off before putting the
iPad into the clips. I’ve seen online complaints from some users that you can’t rotate the iPad
once it’s clipped in, and that the
viewing angle isn’t perfect – but
after using the My Clip on several flights I think its simplicity, low price, and the fact that
it takes up so little space in a
flight bag more than make up
for its limitations. It’s available
from most pilot shops – I got
mine from Sporty’s, which sells
it for $39.95. For more information, check the manufacturer’s
web site: tietco.com.
Hilton WingX Pro7 for iPad
Hilton Goldstein started out
developing aviation software
for personal digital assistants
(PDAs) and among other
things pioneered the now
pretty much standard feature
showing aircraft position
on taxiways. Over time his
WingX product moved to
smart phones, tablet PCs and

split-screen mode that shows
two different moving maps at
that same time. WingX Pro7
is available from the iPad App
Store. It comes with a 30 day
free trial but after that requires
a $99.95 annual data subscription, and another $99.95 if
you want the synthetic vision
feature. For more information
browse Hiltonsoftware.com.

now runs on the iPad, with an
astonishing range of features
including synthetic vision
(optimally when used with an
external attitude and heading
reference system) and in-flight
weather (from an external
ADS-B receiver). Among its
other features are VFR sectional and IFR en-route chart
displays with weather and TFR
overlays, geo-referenced approach plates, both AOPA and
FAA airport/facility data, current fuel prices, and a unique

Coming Attractions
In the next issue we’ll cover
Jeppesen’s iPad offerings, which
the FAA has cited as a legal
replacement for paper approach
plates on commercial flights. As
always, we’d love to hear from
you!
John D. Ruley is an instrument-rated
pilot, freelance writer, and recent
graduate of the University of North
Dakota Space Studies graduate
program (www.space.edu). He is also
a volunteer pilot with www.ligainternational.org, which operates medical
missions in northwest Mexico, and a
member of the board of directors of
Mission Doctors Association (www.
missiondoctors.org. You can reach
him by email to jruley@ainet.com.
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(Continued from page 22) “Recently an attorney from Los Angeles came here and took one
of our planes and a safety pilot to do business
in Tuscany and Venice. I’m sure it is a business
trip he’ll always remember!”
Aero Club Como also organizes supervised
group trips to a variety of other locations
around Italy. There is never a shortage of participants. And in June, on the Summer Solstice, the
club puts on an annual celebration. All the club’s
planes are flying until the last bit of sunlight

disappears behind the mountains, usually well
past 10 in the evening. Hundreds of people
come to enjoy the sights, the flying, lots of food
and sometimes even some live music.
What draws so many pilots to Aero Club
Como is the organization’s unmatched legacy,
BMPOHXJUIJUTJEZMMJDTFUUJOHBUPOFPG&VSPQFT
most beautiful locations, Lake Como. Julius
Caesar was one of the first of the celebrities to
visit the lake, and even today, descendants of

families who came there during the height of the
3PNBO&NQJSFTUJMMMJWFJOUIFUFSSBDPUUBIPVTFT
and villages that surround the region. Hollywood luminaries are common in the restaurants
and villas, and activities around the lakeshore
regularly appear in the international press.
And to the locals, activities at Aero Club
Como don’t seem unusual. Float flying began on
the lake in 1913, and residents are accustomed
to seeing sea planes taxi across the narrow street
from the club’s hangar and continue down into
the water. The club has an extensive collection
of photos and information about the history of
flying floats on the lake. That heritage alone is
worth the time spent to visit Aero Club Como.
But most who come are interested in stick
time. Pilots with a passion for float flying make
time to return to Aero Club Como year after
year. “We want to continue this tradition,” Baj
said, gesturing to the seaplanes around him.
Pilots who want to earn their sea wings in one
of the aviation’s most celebrated shrines make
arrangements to train at Aero Club Como year
‘round. They report that the club’s time-tested
approach is more comprehensive than the
garden-variety seaplane courses often scheduled
over a couple of days. “If you just want to get a
signature in your log book, you should go and do
the two-day course,” Baj said. “If you want to be a
seaplane pilot, you should come here.”
More information on Aero Club Como is available
at AeroClubComo.com or +39 (031) 576695.

For over 35 years Skytech has excelled at helping
our customers evaluate, acquire and maintain
high performance aircraft. Whether they ﬂy
an efﬁcient business tool or the ultimate mode
of personal transportation, Skytech customers
recognize that experience, customer service
and commitment to personal relationships
deﬁne the Skytech Advantage.

Martin State Airport – Baltimore, MD (MTN)
York County Airport – Rock Hill, SC (UZA)
Carroll County Regional Airport – Westminster, MD (DMW)

410.574.4144 www.skytechinc.com

Tired of everyone but you being in
control of your travel? From airlines not
JRLQJZKHQ\RXZDQWWRFKDUWHULJKWV
costing far too much, to fractional
ownership returning far too little? Buy
a Pilatus PC-12 NG and you can skip
the frustration and begin getting the
most out of your days, again. From
short trips and short strips to taking

everyone and everything – all on your
own schedule – PC-12 NG ownership
LVXQPDWFKHGLQLWVH[LELOLW\DQGLWV
productivity. And there’s no better time
to put a PC-12 to work for you, thanks to
VRPHYHU\DWWUDFWLYHWD[LQFHQWLYHVWKDW
ZLOOH[SLUHVRRQ0DNHDFDOOULJKWQRZ
and put yourself back in control.

Come fly the PC-12 NG
at a dealer near you
Call 800.745.2887
or visit PC-12RightNow.com

Over 3,800 Meridian,Malibu,Mirage
and Matrix Pilots Trained
...and Counting
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SimCom is the Factory Authorized Provider of
Simulator Training for All PA-46 Models
MERIDIAN G1000 PANEL NOW AVAILABLE

 







    

Call 1.800.272.0211 for more information
or visit our website at www.simulator.com

